ABSTRACT

Salon and Spa is a public service that provides support needs, particularly for women. Presence of a salon and spa is much influenced by the presence of lifestyle factors and the prevailing fashions in the community each year. It was a key consideration of interior redesign Martha Tilaar salon and spa, offering beauty and body treatments with a combination of women in East Java theme of natural charm and Modern Natural design concept that includes the entrance area and spa area, the theme of natural charm that is used is the natural charm of mountain used as a theme Spa room which can provide visual comfort through the natural beauty and aesthetic elements in the wall plus the application of the modern concept of natural in buildings that support the overall aesthetic and functional space.

Application of enchantment theme can not be separated from the Indonesian government's efforts to introduce Indonesian tourism, especially tourism in East Java. While the application of the concept is the development of modern natural products from martha Tilaar image itself, which brought color and beauty trends of modern natural

These data are needed on this final project was obtained through the study of literature, Internet and direct interview with the owner of Salon and Spa Martha Tilaar Ngagel with modern natural application of the concept and usage of natural charm of mountain theme is the idea of development planners.

In this final to take the reference implementation of a modern spa interior design as an application design in natural colors, shapes and materials with themes of space and atmosphere of the mountains as a natural shades of aesthetic values in a space that is then applied in the wall, plafoon, floors, furniture and aesthetic elements. application of aesthetic elements.
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